CrAlYN nanolayered coatings of greatly enhanced thermal stability have been developed by doping with levels of Y up to 9 at%. This prevented the complete dissolution of the layered structure after annealing at 1,100 °C in Ar for 1 hour, commonly observed in coatings with little or no Y content, although the bilayer period increased from ~ 5 nm to ~ 10 nm. The improved thermal stability is attributed to the formation of a continuous YN layer between the CrN and AlN layers, reducing the rate of interdiffusion. Increasing the rate at which metal is machined offers a way of significantly reducing manufacturing costs. However, in high-speed, dry machining the temperature at the tool tip can rise to temperatures as high as 1,100 ˚C. Any hard coating must therefore be able to withstand temperatures of this magnitude. It is known that multi-layered coatings can provide significant advantages in particular in terms of wear resistance [1] . However, work elsewhere has shown that such multilayer structures will pinch off, at temperatures as low as 900 ºC, leading to complete disintegration of the multilayer structure within only 15 minutes [2] : an example of a Rayleigh instability driven by capillary forces [3] . Although this was originally described for liquids, related processes occur in the solid state [4] . If such structures are to be useful, dramatic improvements in the thermal stability are required.
Increasing the rate at which metal is machined offers a way of significantly reducing manufacturing costs. However, in high-speed, dry machining the temperature at the tool tip can rise to temperatures as high as 1,100 ˚C. Any hard coating must therefore be able to withstand temperatures of this magnitude. It is known that multi-layered coatings can provide significant advantages in particular in terms of wear resistance [1] . However, work elsewhere has shown that such multilayer structures will pinch off, at temperatures as low as 900 ºC, leading to complete disintegration of the multilayer structure within only 15 minutes [2] : an example of a Rayleigh instability driven by capillary forces [3] . Although this was originally described for liquids, related processes occur in the solid state [4] . If such structures are to be useful, dramatic improvements in the thermal stability are required.
It has been shown that improvements can be obtained by adding Y, provided the Y content does not exceed ~1 at% [5] . This limit has been associated with a reduced oxidation resistance as non-protective forms of alumina are formed and an increased tendency for the c-AlN layers to transform to h-AlN, causing a decrease in hardness [6] . In this paper, it is shown that hard multilayer coatings can be made with Y concentrations as high as 9 at%, enabling the multilayer structure to be preserved even after heating at temperatures as high as 1,100 ºC, for times as long as 1 hour.
CrN/AlN nanolayered coatings with different Y doping levels were deposited on high speed steel (HSS) by a hybrid HIPIMS -magnetron sputtering disposition system (CemeCon 800/9, CemeCon AG) at bias voltage of -10 V and substrate temperature of 600 °C. A total of six targets were used during the deposition, where the Cr and Al targets were connected to conventional DC power sources while the Y targets were connected to HIPIMS power source to intensify the Y bombardment (see CrN [7] , it seems most likely that the Y rich layer exists as YN. The interface between the YN and AlN layers was less well-defined, suggesting some intermixing of the two. This is presumably due to the high energy bombardment of the heavy Y ions, and is associated with a partial amorphisation of the AlN layers, Fig. 1(f) .
The coating microstructures after annealing in Ar at 1,100 °C are presented in Fig. 2 . In the Y-free coating it can be seen that the layered structure has completely disappeared. A dense layer rich in Cr and Fe, from both the coating and the substrate, was also observed on the coating surface. Further increasing the Y content to 6 at% eliminated the formation of vertical bands, and some layered structures with round shaped features distributed along them could be seen. For Y contents of ~ 9 at%, the annealed coating appeared featureless in the SEM image after heating at 1,100 °C.
To study the effect of Y on the thermal stability of the coatings in more detail, the microstructure of the annealed CrAlYN coatings were examined using HRTEM and EELS mapping, Fig. 3 .
This showed that in the coating containing ~ 4 at% Y, the multilayer structure dissolved with
Cr-rich phases, 20-30 nm in diameter, being deposited on the column boundaries, giving rise to the vertical features described above. As the thermal expansivity of the HSS steel [8] (~12  10 -6 K -1 ) is much greater than that of both the CrN [9] (~2.3  10 -6 K -1 ) and the AlN [9] (~5.7  10 -6 K -1 ). Assuming that the coating is essentially stress-free at the deposition temperature of 600 ºC, not unreasonable as the substrate bias is only -10 V, increasing the temperature to 1,100 ºC will place both layers in the coating in tension. Using the Young modulus and Poisson ratios for CrN and AlN from the literature [10] [11] [12] , it is estimated in that the thermal stresses in the coatings are approximately 1.8 GPa (See Appendix A in Supplementary Material). As the stresses on the horizontal interfaces are ~0, there is a driving force for a flux of Cr atoms from the horizontal interfaces to the vertical column boundaries [13] , causing the Cr-rich phases to form.
Diffusional flow may not be the only way in which matter is transported. Extrapolating the decrease in the compressive yield stress with temperature [14] , the yield stress at 1,100 ºC is estimated to be ~1. Although the CrAlYN coating with 9 at% Y appeared featureless in the SEM, HRTEM showed that the layered structure was retained after the heat treatment, although the thickness of the bilayers had doubled from ~ 5 nm to ~ 10 nm. In the CrN layers, the intensity of the signal from the N atoms appeared lower than that in the Al-rich layers, Fig. 3(f) , consistent with the loss of N observed in CrN and the good thermal stability of AlN at these temperatures [15] . Atoms in the Cr-rich layer appeared to be diffusing towards the columnar boundaries, joining those from adjacent columns and closing any gap across the columnar boundary, Fig. 4 .
HRTEM images suggest the coating to be multilayered and highly crystalline with sharp interfaces between the Cr-rich and Al-rich phases, Fig. 4 . The electron diffraction patterns
show that the Cr-rich layers have a cubic crystal structure. However the Al-rich layers have a hexagonal crystal structure, Fig. 4 , consistent with the phase transformation reported in the literature [6] . It was also noted that most Cr-rich layers have dark outlines 3-4 monolayers in thickness on both sides, which appear to contain Y, presumably as YN. Calculations [6, 16] have shown that the enthalpy of mixing of YN is more positive, i.e. less favorable, than any other metal nitride in CrN and AlN. This suggests that YN will not easily dissolve in c-AlN or c-CrN. Furthermore, work elsewhere, using the AlN-YN system to make semiconductor single crystals, has confirmed the existence of a deep eutectic in this system at 2,055 ºC [17] .
Below this temperature AlN and YN will exist as separate phases in thermodynamic equilibrium with one another. That the two phases do not readily mix and hence are not soluble in one another, even at elevated temperatures, is consistent with the observations by HRTEM, suggesting that the YN layer would act as a diffusion barrier.
The formation of the Cr-rich phases on the columnar boundaries at low Y concentrations, where an amorphous layer is formed, e.g. 4 at%, suggest that diffusion within a layer can occur readily. However, at higher Y concentrations, e.g. 9 at%, which has most likely given rise to YN after heat treatment, these Cr-rich phases do not form, indicating that any lateral diffusion was suppressed. It is known that refractory second phases at grain boundaries will inhibit diffusional processes, as refractory particles find it difficult to move through a matrix [18] [19] [20] . Similar effects have also been observed in ceramics containing fine particles [21] , and one might expect that the formation of a continuous layer of YN was even more effective at reducing the rate of diffusional creep.
As the thickening of layers is a result of the interdiffusion of AlN and CrN layers, a rough estimate of diffusivity of the process at 1,100 °C could be made. Assume the layers doubled their thickness by moving one AlN layer across the neighboring CrN layer, the distance travelled by Al atoms will be the thickness of the CrN layer, i.e.~ 3 nm. If we further assume the diffusion process only take place during the one hour annealing at 1,100 °C, the diffusion coefficient, D, could be estimated by
where x and t are the distance and time of the diffusion process, respectively, giving a value for D of 1.25  10 -21 m 2 s -1 . This value is about two orders lower than the diffusivity of Al in c-TiN [22] , which has the same fcc structure as c-CrN, though it is unfortunate that no diffusivity data on Al diffusing in c-CrN lattice is available. This is again consistent with the idea that the rate of diffusion across the YN layers is suppressed.
Films containing Y levels as high as 9 at% have been made and their thermal stability characterised. After heating at 1,100 ºC, the bilayer period increases by a factor of two.
However, the multilayer structure remains otherwise intact, whereas in films with lower or no Y content, complete disintegration of the multilayer structure has been observed. The outward diffusion of Cr and Fe to the coating surface was also substantially reduced by the Y addition. The enhanced thermal stability is attributed to the presence of an YN layer, which acts as a diffusion barrier. As a result of the high mixing enthalpy, the YN layer exists in thermodynamic equilibrium with the AlN and CrN as separate phases, rather than dissolving in either, consistent with the observations here, calculation and crystal growth experiments. 
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